End-to-End Regulatory Reporting

Never-ending regulatory reporting demands continue to grow increasingly complex. And many banks still rely on manual, inflexible and cumbersome processes for their reporting needs, creating inefficiencies and opportunities for risk.

Risk that includes sanctions, expensive fines and reputational threats.

FIS Balance Sheet Manager working together with b.fine provides banks with an all-in-one platform for their balance sheet regulatory reports. The seamless integration closes the gap from the complex regulatory calculations to the final step of report validations and XBRL submissions.

The b.fine b.rx platform helps the bank manage its process for generating key reports such as European CoRep & FinRep, as well as local regulators’ disclosures.

**ACHIEVE END-TO-END COVERAGE**
Utilize the power of the FIS Balance Sheet Manager cashflow engine feeding into the modern b.rx platform for full end-to-end reporting

**LOWER OVERALL COSTS**
Leverage our best practices and fast implementations to replace inefficient processes

**ELIMINATE THE WORRY**
Allow FIS to manage and maintain reports across changing regulations to be confident of compliance
AUTOMATE COMPLEX REPORTING
FIS Balance Sheet Manager includes a market-leading cash flow generation engine that is needed for populating many of the large, complex reports. The full process is automated from data ingestion to the production of the final report submissions.

EXPERIENCE NEXT LEVEL REPORTING
b.rx’ built-in workflow engine lets you have clear oversight of your reporting cycle. Intuitive dashboards effectively manage and monitor different reporting processes. The built-in regulatory calendar with corresponding deadlines, makes submitting your reports on time easy.

MAKE INNOVATION WORK FOR YOU
The b.fine b.rx platform is a true SaaS, user-centric platform that automates and digitalizes reporting processes to relieve reporting teams’ repetitive and manual tasks, freeing resources for more important work.

For more information, please contact getinfo@fisglobal.com

Learn more about FIS Balance Sheet Manager→

Comprehensive Coverage

- Market-leading ALM and capital calculation and analytics engine
- PS expertise and know-how
- Liquidity (LCR/NSFR/ALMM)
- Capital (RWA/Capital Calculations)
- Reporting (Regulatory & Internal)
- Financial Planning and Forecasting

- Innovative and modern regulatory reporting engine
- Next-generation data management platform
- Regulatory expertise

Meeting all your regulatory reporting needs.
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